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TThhhee PPPllanntaaaatioonnn DDivvvisiiooonn mmannnaageeess aannd cuulttivvates variooous 

aagggriccuuulllttuuraalll ccrrrooopsss on InnndoAAAggri’’ss essttattees. Itt is allsoo responsiibble 

ffoorr tthhheeee ppproooduuccctiooonn annddd saaalle ooof CCPPOO,, PPK annd oother relatted  

byyy-pprrrooodduuucttsss.

are immature. We also own and operate four crumb rubber 
and three sheet rubber processing facilities.

The Plantation Division manages SumBio and PT SAIN, 
IndoAgri’s advanced agricultural R&D centres at Bah Lias, 
North Sumatra and Pekanbaru, Riau respectively. These 
centres specialise in high-tech seed breeding programmes 
and cultivation techniques, and produced a combined output 
of 18.4 million premium seeds in 2015.

2015 REVIEW

CPO prices (Rotterdam CIF) remained soft at an average of 
US$615 per tonne in 2015, compared to US$816 per tonne in 
2014.  Key contributing factors included the slowdown of global 
demand in major markets such as China and Europe, coupled 
with weak crude oil prices which has virtually eliminated 
discretionary biodiesel demand, and higher soybean supplies 
from the US and South America.   

Rubber prices (RSS3 SICOM) have been on a downward trend 
since 2012, declining more than 50% to end at an average of 
US$1,560 per tonne in 2015.  This was due to higher rubber 
production in Thailand and Indonesia, as well as weaker 
demand from major rubber consuming markets, particularly 
China, the US and Europe, and more recently lower crude 
oil prices.  In the medium term, prices will remain under 
pressure until global demand recovers.  

In 2015, the Plantation Division replanted 922 hectares of oil 
palms, and achieved 1,641 hectares of nucleus new plantings 
across its estates in South Sumatra and Kalimantan, 
compared to 6,350 hectares in 2014. The reduction in new 
plantings was also the result of dry weather in the second 
half of the year. As at year-end, the Group’s oil palm estates 
covered 246,359 hectares, of which immature estates 
occupied 58,959 hectares or 24% of the total planted palm 
area. The average age of our oil palms is about 14 years. 

As at 31 December 2015, the Division owned and operated 
24 palm oil mills with a combined FFB processing capacity 
of 6.4 million tonnes per annum. This includes two facilities 
in Kalimantan that were completed during the year – one 45 
tonnes per hour new mill, and another that was expanded 
from 60 to 80 tonnes per hour.

The Division’s rubber estates are located in North and South 
Sumatra, East Kalimantan and Sulawesi. Our rubber trees 
average about 15 years, and our nucleus rubber estates 
occupied 21,338 hectares as at end 2015, including 18% that Cross sections of oil palm fruits
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The Plantation Division’s total revenue declined 11% to  
Rp9.1 trillion due largely to lower average selling prices 
of palm products, partially offset by higher sales volume 
of palm products and higher sugar sales. Inter-segment 
CPO sales to the EOF Division also decreased by 27% to  
Rp3.7 trillion at market prices. This Division’s EBITDA 
earnings were affected by lower average selling prices.

2015 total FFB production increased by 7% to 4,693,000 
tonnes on higher nucleus output and external purchases. 
This led to a higher CPO production of 1,002,000 tonnes, while 

Oil Palm Plantation 

Age Profile

oil extraction rates declined marginally from 22.4% in 2014 to 
22.2% in 2015.  

Rubber production declined 9% to 17,000 tonnes due to 
inactive land expansion and moderate replanting activities. 
We exported 51% of our rubber products comprising largely 
sheet rubber, crumb rubber and cup lump, while the balance 
was sold domestically.

The Division also revitalised and replanted its cocoa plantation 
in East Java and North Sulawesi. These have resulted in 
productivity improvements. 
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Rubber factory in South Sumatra
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Rubber Prices

US$/tonne

RSS3 (Sheet) TSR20 (Block Form)
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FFB Production (Nucleus)

‘000 tonnes

3,4143,2592,895

CAGR 5.7%

2013 2014 2015

CPO production 

‘000 tonnes

1,002956
810

2013 2014 2015

CAGR 7.3%

Rubber plantation in South Sumatra
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2016 OUTLOOK

With the slowdown in plantings in Indonesia over the last five 
years, coupled with El Nino in 2015, incremental CPO supply 
is likely to fall.  We also expect the higher biodiesel-blending 
mandate of 20% starting January 2016 to sustain domestic 
demand growth for palm oil products over time, as its effect 
will not be achieved immediately. For rubber, the long-term 
outlook remains optimistic, with China’s intention to half 
the purchase tax on smaller cars and growth in the US auto 
industry stimulating healthier demand for rubber. 

The Plantation Division will continue to expand through new 
planting, while commencing on progressive replanting of its 
older palm trees in North Sumatra and Riau. CPO production 
growth is well supported by the Division’s younger estates. 
To cope with higher FFB production, we are expanding our 
milling capacities by constructing a 30 tonnes per hour mill in 
South Sumatra and a 45 tonnes per hour mill in Kalimantan, 
with target completion in 2016.

We have also initiated action plans and measures to improve 
yield and productivity, tighten costs and review the supply 
chain to improve efficiencies. These initiatives include 
conducting 30-hectare block analyses to enhance crop 
management and planting densities, optimising fertiliser and 
herbicide usage, adopting crop management and harvesting 
best practices to maximise FFB collection and production, 
leveraging biological methods to improve pest and palm tree 
disease control, and improving mechanisation to increase 
efficiency and reduce costs.



Sugar Production Facilities

Indonesia 

2 Mills/Refineries 
Cane crushing – 2.2M tonnes

Brazil 

1 Mill/Refinery 
Cane crushing – 3.8M tonnes



Fertiliser application at our sugar cane plantation in South Sumatra
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TThe PPPlanntattionn Diivision’ss sugar canne estaates aare sited in 

SSouthhh Suumaaatraa annd Ceentrraal Java. Ovvver the yyearss, our sugar 

ooperaaatioon hhhas beeen well sssuppoorted bby posittive drivers such 

aas shhhorttfalllls in dooomeesticc suppply, poopulatioon growth and a 

ffloouriiishiing foood annnd bbeveerrage indussstry.

As a local producer, the Division is protected by legislations 
shielding domestic sugar prices from global fluctuations. 
An import quota is triggered should domestic prices fall 
below the government-mandated floor price of Rp8,900 
per kilogramme. At present, domestic sugar prices have 
kept above the international market.

2015 REVIEW

In South Sumatra, our sugar cane estate is integrated 
with an 8,000 tonnes of cane per day (TCD) sugar mill and 
refinery with an annual processing capacity of 1.44 million 
tonnes. In 2015, we harvested 746,000 tonnes of sugar 
cane from these estates and produced 58,000 tonnes of 
sugar, compared to 701,000 tonnes and 54,000 tonnes in 
2014 respectively. 

Total planted sugar cane area in South Sumatra  
was expanded to 13,358 hectares in 2015, from 13,062 
hectares in 2014. The Division also achieved 449 hectares 
of new plantings. 

In Central Java, the Division has a tolling arrangement with 
local farmers who supply the sugar cane for our 4,000 TCD 
sugar mill and refinery with an annual processing capacity of 
720,000 tonnes. We continued to provide these smallholders 
with agricultural advice and credit for seed cane, planting 
costs and fertiliser purchase, with repayment being deducted 
from their sales proceeds. 

In 2015, we processed 384,000 tonnes of sugar cane, versus 
452,000 tonnes in 2014. The sugar cane mainly came from 
6,400 hectares of sugar estates belonging to 369 farmers 
under the supply arrangement. Total sugar production was 
28,000 tonnes in 2015, compared to 34,000 tonnes in 2014. 
The Group’s share of this production was 10,000 tonnes in 
2015, compared to 13,000 tonnes in 2014.

Revenue from the sale of sugar and molasses increased 13% 
to Rp682 billion, representing 7% of the Plantation Division’s 
revenue in 2015. Domestic sugar prices in Indonesia 
recovered following the mandatory increase in sugar floor 
price from Rp8,500 to Rp8,900 per kilogramme effective  
in May 2015, and lower sugar imports in the first half of 2015.  

Packaging of sugar at the sugar refinery in South Sumatra

PLANTATION REVIEW 
SUGAR: INDONESIA
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Operational Highlights

Unit 2013 2014 2015

Own Plantation:

Planted Area Ha 11,645 13,062 13,358

Sugar Cane Harvested ’000 tonnes 758 701 746

Sugar Production Volume:

From sugar cane

 – South Sumatra ’000 tonnes 53 54 58

 – Java  
 (PT LPI’s share) ’000 tonnes 9 13 10

From raw sugar ’000 tonnes 16 0 0

Total ’000 tonnes 78 66 68

2016 OUTLOOK

In perspective, the government policies aimed at encouraging 
the expansion of sugar cane plantations, increasing production 
capacities and enhancing productivity and yield, will take time 
to deliver results. However, strong market demand, coupled 
with Indonesia’s status as a net sugar importer, is likely to 
keep the domestic sugar industry relatively robust.

We will continue to improve on crop management techniques, 
and draw on our R&D capabilities to develop new breeds of 
high-yielding seed cane varieties. We will also step up on new 
plantings, expand our estates and optimise our production 
facilities in South Sumatra and Central Java to meet increased 
demands and to achieve the vertical integration required for 
full-scale operations and growth.

MANUFACTURING PROCESS FOR SUGAR

BOILER

FINAL MOLASSES

END CUSTOMERS

SUGAR BOILING  

& CURING

JUICE CLARIFICATION  

& EVAPORATION

SUGAR DRYING  

& HANDLING

FINISHED SUGAR 

PRODUCT

FILTER CAKE

BAGASSE
CANE HANDLING 

& MILLING

FINISHED SUGAR

PRODUCT
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InddoAAAgrii’s sssuggar ppplanntatioon inn Brazzzil is held and managed 

tthrrouuugh a 500% stakke in CMMAA. CMAA cultivates and 

pprooceeessees sssugar cccanee forr the produuuction and marketing of  

eethhannnol aanddd suugarrr, annd thhe co--geneeration oof elecctric power 

ffroom suggar canne bbagaasse. Thesse acttivities aare suupported by 

oone mmmoddernnn suugarrr mill inn Vale do Tiijjuco, Brrazil, with a total 

ccruushhhingg caaapaccity of 33.8 mmmillionn tonnnnes per year.

The availability of land for expansion, backed by conducive 
climates, sophisticated agronomic practices and high 
productivity, makes Brazil a strong contributor to the global 
sugar and ethanol industry. Brazil’s ability to maintain a 
steady increase in production and export levels over the 
last 15 years can be attributed to its advantage as the most 
cost competitive sugar producer in the world. Presently, 
Brazil has remained the world’s largest sugar producer and 
exporter with close to 21% of worldwide production and 40% 
of the global sugar export market.  

In the Philippines, IndoAgri has a 30% investment in FPNRL, 
which in turn, has a 50.9% interest in RHI, the nation’s 
largest integrated sugar business.  RHI has three sugar 
mills, one in Batangas and two in Negros Occidental with a 
combined processing capacity of 38,500 TCD or 6.2 million 
tonnes per year. This makes RHI the biggest sugar miller 
in the Philippines, supplying nearly 18% of the country’s 

total sugar production.  It is also the third largest Filipino 
sugar refiner, with a capacity of 18,000 Lkg/day at its 
Batangas refinery (one Lkg is equivalent to a 50kg bag  
of sugar).  

During the year in review, RHI acquired a second ethanol 
plant with an annual production capacity of 40,500 M3 in 
the Negros Occidental region. Together with its existing 
ethanol plant, RHI now offers a combined capacity of 84,000 
M3 per annum, making it the largest ethanol producer in 
the Philippines.

The Philippines is Southeast Asia’s third largest sugar 
producer with 2.3 million tonnes in 2015, after Thailand’s 
11.8 million tonnes and Indonesia’s 2.8 million tonnes. 
Typically, 90-100% of this production is consumed 
domestically, while the balance is exported primarily to 
the US, which imposes a quota on sugar imports from the 
Philippines and Japan

2015 REVIEW

In 2015, the global economic slowdown and sizeable global 
sugar production surplus continued to put international 
sugar prices under pressure. Sugar prices (CSCE No. 11) 
averaged 13.1 cents USD per pound in 2015, down from 
16.3 cents USD per pound in 2014, exacerbated by the 
weakening Brazilian Real.

As at 31 December 2015, CMAA has a cane planted area of 
52,843 hectares, of which 48% is company owned and 52% 
belongs to third parties. It processed 3.7 million tonnes 
of harvested sugar cane with an utilisation rate of around 
98%, and produced 237,000 tonnes of raw sugar, 149,000 
M3 of ethanol and 368,000 Mwh of electricity.

Despite these achievements, CMAA incurred losses in 2015 
due to depressed sugar prices, as well as lower electricity 
prices. The Group’s 50% share of losses from CMAA for 
2015 amounted to Rp172 billion, compared to a profit of 
Rp29 billion in 2014. 

In 2015, CMAA was awarded Bonsucro Certification for 
an additional 262,000 tonnes of sustainable sugar cane 
production, bringing its total certified cane production to 
373,000 tonnes or 10% of total cane production. Bonsucro 
is a globally recognised standard, and a multi-stakeholder 
non-profit organisation that promotes measureable 
standards in sustainable sugar cane production.

In the Philippines, RHI processed 2.7 million tonnes of 
sugar cane from third party suppliers, producing 258,000 
tonnes of raw sugar and 50,000 M3 of ethanol. It also 
produced 141,000 tonnes of refined sugar in 2015. 

PLANTATION REVIEW 
SUGAR: OUTSIDE INDONESIA
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World Sugar Production in 2014/15

Source: LMC International
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2016 OUTLOOK

Looking ahead, the Plantation Division will continue to tap 
into CMAA’s rich experience and adopt useful agronomic 
practices on cane cultivation technologies and know-how. 
On the mechanisation front, we are progressively applying 
advanced methodologies and deploying mechanised sugar-
cane harvesters and planters across our estates in Indonesia. 

Global sugar prices are likely to remain strongly influenced 
by production levels in major producing countries such as 
Brazil and India, together with Brazilian policies on ethanol. 
This will be key to a reversal of the high global stocks, leading 
to a price recovery.

Operational Highlights – CMAA

Year Ended 

March

Unit 2013/ 

2014

2014/ 

2015

2015/ 

2016 *

Planted Area # Ha 45,517 47,554 52,843

Harvested Area Ha 31,627 42,378 45,739

Cane Crushing ’000 tonnes 3,026  3,511 3,703

Production Volume:

VHP ’000 tonnes 187 224 237

Ethanol ’000 M3 137 145 149

Energy ’000 Mwh 206 375 368

* Operation data is for nine months only
# 48% of planted area is leased and planted by CMAA. The balance 

54% belongs to third party

Operational Highlights – RHI

Year Ended 

September

Unit 2013/           

2014

2014/

2015

Production Volume:

Tonnes cane milled ’000 tonnes 3,247 2,650

Raw sugar ’000 tonnes 312 258

Refined sugar ’000 tonnes 103 141

Ethanol ’000 M3 32 50 Harvesting of sugar cane in South Sumatra
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CMAA sugar mill/refinery in Brazil

PLANTATION REVIEW 
SUGAR: OUTSIDE INDONESIA
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InddoAAgri’’s aaagroonommmic praccttices are gggrounded on established 

ppriinciiplees ooof RR&D.. Our R&&&D prrogrammmmes aand prriorities are 

aaimmedd att innncreeasinnng yyieldsss andd proddductivityy, impproving crop 

rressilieencee, aaand enhhhancing gggood estateee managgemennt practices. 

OOveer tthe yeaaars, our R&DD acttivities haveee contribbuted ssuccessfully 

tto ssusstainnabbble pproddduction, wwwhile lendinng to lonng-terrm business 

ccommpetitivennness. 

The Group’s R&D efforts cover:

• Plant breeding, which leverages biotechnology, a diverse 
germ-plasm base and other advanced breeding methods 
to produce top quality seed and planting materials.

• Soils and hydrology, involving soil surveys and analyses, 
and hydrology studies to improve soil fertility and drainage.

• Agronomy, which entails site-specific soil management 
and crop-cultivation techniques to ensure optimal crop 
management and planting densities, and fertiliser and 
herbicide usage on a block-by-block basis.

• Crop protection, emphasising the use of biological agents 
for controlling pests and diseases.

• Data capture and Information management, which 
involves accurate data analysis using 2D and 3D maps 
derived from GPS and ground surveys, and the use of 
integrated software systems for improved visibility of 
relevant data across all subsidiaries, refineries and 
plantations, to aid better management decisions.

• Product development, which includes the development 
of specific formulations of edible oils and fats to meet 
the diverse requirements of our industrial and retail 
consumers.

These efforts are spearheaded by the Group’s R&D centres, 
Sumatra Bioscience (SumBio) and PT SAIN. The two facilities 
are staffed by scientists and researchers trained in the 
latest methodological frameworks to track and improve the 
cultivation and the production of premium high-yielding oil 
palm seeds. Both centres are also supported by cutting-edge 

Oil palm seeds breeding

PLANTATION REVIEW 
R&D
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capabilities, and are among 11 recognised oil palm seed 
producers in Indonesia with the certification and laboratories 
for the production of high quality planting materials suited to 
our local climates.

INDOAGRI’S ADVANCED R&D CENTRES

SumBio

• Location: Bah Lias, North Sumatra

• Production capacity: 25 million oil palm seeds 

per annum

PT SAIN

• Location: Pekanbaru, Riau

• Production capacity: 8 million oil palm seeds  

per annum

In the area of sustainable production, our efforts cover:

• Soil and water conservation, specifically the control of soil 
erosion, cultivation of Legume Cover Crops to improve soil 
fertility for new plantings, stabilisation of soil on steep slopes 
and canal banks using Vetiver Systems, and measures to 
ensure good drainage in low lying areas and to keep the 
water table at its optimum height for plant growth.

• Fertiliser management programmes, which entail 
a fully-integrated strategy to provide site-specific 
formulations for individual plantation blocks based 
on the yield target, annual foliar analysis, soil fertility, 
fertiliser trials, and nutrient release from soil and 
plant residue. A combination of organic and inorganic 
fertilisers is used to ensure optimum palm nutrition.

• Application of palm oil mill by-products, where empty 
fruit bunches (EFB) are recycled as soil mulch, and 
palm oil mill effluent (POME) is used in land application. 
These practices have cut our annual requirement for 
inorganic fertilisers by 14%, while the co-composting 
of EFB and POME potentially replaces up to 30% of 
inorganic fertiliser use per year. We have been doing 
this co-composting in four of our mills.

• Integrated pest and disease management, with 
particular emphasis on the use of biological control 
agents such as barn owls and entomopathogenic 
microbes. With the effectiveness of our barn owl 
programme, the use of rodenticides has been 
discontinued in Riau since 2011. Each year, some 
10,000 and 2,000 owlets are produced in our Riau and 
South Sumatra estates, respectively.

• Training and collaboration, which involves deriving new 
operational solutions through research methodologies, 
regular inspection visits to the plantations to evaluate 
field conditions and advise on current agronomy issues, 
and to train estate personnel on the best practices for 
crop protection and soil and crop management.

2015 REVIEW

In 2015, sales volume of the Group’s oil palm seeds 
increased from 9.2 million to 10.4 million seeds. Each year, 
about 200 seeds per hectare would be set aside for the 
Division’s own planting activities, while the majority is sold 
to external customers. For the year in review, oil palm new 
plantings accounted for 1,641 hectares of estates, while 
922 hectares were replanted.

In a move to grow our market share, two new high-yielding 
varieties were launched in 2015. These new varieties 
demonstrate the continuous improvement from our 
advanced breeding programmes, leading to higher yielding 
and disease tolerant varieties. To manage the risks posed 
by counterfeit seed distributors, SumBio has a process to Laboratory work at the R&D centre in North Sumatra

PLANTATION REVIEW 
R&D
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authenticate and tag its seed products using ultraviolet 
(UV) printing technology.

To reduce pesticide use, beneficial plants were planted 
along the estate roads, to encourage a favourable 
ecosystem for natural insect predators and parasitoids. 
We also sprayed entomopathogenic agents including fungi 
and viruses as biopesticide, and deployed UV light traps to 
control major leaf-eating caterpillars across our estates. 
We monitored the spatio-temporal patterns and status 
of all  leaf eating caterpillars’ attacks using the monthly-
census data in our SAP system to control pest damage 
below economic threshold. 

The use of satellite images, along with data feeds from 
GIS, ground GPS and unmanned aerial vehicles, such as 
fixed-wing systems and drone quad-copters, supported 
our precision agronomy objectives. The timely and 
reliable data harnessed through these tools enhanced 

our responsiveness to varying soil and crop conditions, 
including nutrient status and pest and disease attack 
prevalence. This has enabled us to proactively prevent 
potential agronomic issues and optimise manpower and 
resource deployment. 

R&D was also at the core of product innovation that 
caters to the growing demands and discerning tastes 
of Indonesian consumers. This included customised 
formulations of cooking oils and specialty fats required by 
F&B manufacturers and patisseries. In 2015, we launched 
the first butter-flavoured and garlic-flavoured margarines 
in Indonesia. The new product launches followed extensive 
customer forums and feedback, and enabled us to expand 
our product offerings and create new markets. We 
continued to provide R&D support for the design of cost-
efficient and environmentally friendly packaging materials.

2016 OUTLOOK

In anticipation of demand growth driven by rising consumer 
affluence, growing population size, as well as new planting 
activities planned for 2016, we will continue to pursue the 
cultivation of premium, high-yielding seeds materials.

The use of bio-control methods against major pests will 
be intensified to preserve the biodiversity of our estates. 
Through highly detailed topographic maps, we expect to 
fine-tune our agronomic practices with more effective 
soil and water management programmes in our South 
Sumatra and Central Kalimantan estates. To strengthen 
productivity, we will further our mechanisation efforts 
while streamlining existing work processes.

With the visibility of field data captured in our integrated 
SAP enterprise resource planning system, we plan to 
increase the use of data analytics and GIS alongside 
statistical and census methods to improve yield forecasts.

Site-specific fertiliser recommendations to produce 
maximum economic crop response will be made possible 
with detailed soil fertility mapping based on the physico-
chemical soil properties across different terrain and 
climate environments.

Other R&D improvements will include pest and disease 
management and precision agronomy via improved crop 
management strategies, planting densities, fertiliser and 
herbicide usage. Such initiatives will deliver higher and 
more profitable yields per hectare, reduce production 
costs and maintain a balanced nutrient programme for 
sustainable growth.

Packaging our oil palm seeds at the R&D centre in North Sumatra


